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Preface

This report is one of a seriesdescribing a mUltidisciplinary
multinational IIASA researchstudy on the Managementof Energy/
Environment Systems. The primary objective of the researchis the
developmentof quantitative tools for regional energy and environ-
ment policy design and analysis--or, in a broader sense, the
developmentof a coherent, realistic approachto energy/environment
management. Particular attention is being devoted to the design
and use of these tools at the regional level. The outputs of
this researchprogram include concepts,applied methodologies,
and case studies. During 1975 and 1976, case studieswere empha-
sized; they focused on three greatly differing regions, namely,
the German Democratic Republic, the Rhone-Alpes region in southern
France, and the stateof Wisconsin in the U.S.A. The IIASA
researchwas conductedwithin a network of collaborating institu-
tions composedof the Institut fuer Energetik, Leipzig; the Institut
Economiqueet Juridique de l'Energie, Grenoble; and the University
of Wisconsin-Madison.

Late in 1976, IIASA initiated discussionson the extensionof
this researchprogram to a region in Iran. This memorandum
describesone componentof our exploratory efforts with Iranian
researchinstitutions.

Other publications on the managementof energy/environment
systemsare listed in the Appendix at the end of this report.

W.K. Foell
October, 1976
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLAR TOWN IN IRAN

by

Mehdi N. Bahadori

ABSTRACT

Iran's rapid industrializationprogresshas necessitatedthe

developmentof cities and townships adjacentto the industrial

complexes. The source of energy for these townships is similar to

the rest of the country, and it is basically oil and natural gas.

Iran is a country rich in oil, natural gas, and solar energy,

and the life style of its people--especiallythe majority of those

drawn to these industrial towns--is not ｨ ｾ ｧ ｨ ｬ ｹ energy deDendent.

To save on fossil fuel consumption, the country has already launched

the programs to utilize other sourcesof ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｧ ｹ ｾ Ｍ ｮ ｡ ｭ ･ ｬ ｹ nuclear,

geothermal, and solar.

Developmentof a solar town whose total energyrequirementsfor

heating, cooling, cooking, communication, local transportation,

etc., are met by solar energy, sky radiation, and other similar

sources, is suggestedfor the first time and is a plan which can

have a long-rangefuel saving and ecological significance. In

this solar community no hydrocarbonfuels, except for those

produced through sewageand agricultural waste conversions,are

to be used.
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To develope such a community one should consider the following

factors:

1. The cultural elementsand the life style of the people who will

constitutethe community. This is the most difficult and the

most important part of the entire plan in that the successof

the project will be entirely basedon the social acceptability

of the ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｾ ･ ｳ Ｍ Ｍ ｮ ｯ matter how small--by the people. Therefore,

every step of the plan should be carried out very conservatively,

and as socially acceptableas possible.

2. Central vs. local generationsof electrical and thermal energies,

and hydrocarbon fuel production.

3. The energy conversion systemsto be employed for heating, cooling,

cooking, transportation,etc. Due considerationsshould be

given to the maintenanceand the social acceptabilityof these

systems. The models of these systemsshould be built and placed

at the disposal of the families likely to live in the township,

well in advanceof the executionof the plan.

For a town with a population of 4000, occupying a living space

of 100,000 m2 , with a per capita electrical energy need of

1.8 kwh/day, and an averagenet per capita thermal energy need of

18,000 k cal/day using a seasonalstorageand meeting all the

energy requirementsin a central plant, a collector with 17,000 rn
2

area for power production and a collector with 30,000 m2 area for

low and medium temperaturethermal applicationsare needed. A

more detailed study on energy consumptionpatternsof the families
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and a more systematicapproachto solar energy utilization for

the town are neededto determine the ultimate requirementsand

the exact costs and benefits for developing a solar town.

Seasonalor long-rangeenergy storage is an important problem"

and extensiveresearchand developmentare neededto make the

solar energy utilization economical.

The abundanceof solar energy in Iran, the non-polluting

nature of this energy and relatively simple technology for its

utilization and seven years of experienceon solar energy research

(at Pahlavi University) makes Iran capableof developing its own

natural resourceand exporting both technology and energy (rather

than importing both) in future.
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Introduction

Iran's energy consumptiongrowth in the past few years has

been very significant and is expectedto be even more rapid in

future. Figures 1 - 8 show the general trend for energy sources

and uses in Iran [1-11]. It is clear from these figures that the

importanceof liquid fuels as the energy source is decreasing

(very rightly so) and the dependenceon nuclear energy will be

increasingbeyond 1982. Solar energy, while it is being talked

about everywhere in the world, has not appearedin the future

energy ｰ ｬ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｾ ｧ because,perhaps, the technologyof solar energy

utilization available at this time can not compete economically

with other energy sources. Indeed, whereasbillions of dollars

have been spent throughout the world in the past 30 years to

bring the statusof the nuclear energy utilization to what it is

today, practically nothing has been spent on solar energy utilization.

But, the abundanceof solar energy in Iran favors the utili-

zation of this energy resource,and the researchexperiencegained

in Iran (Pahlavi University) in the past sevenyears, (which is

far greater than many institutions that the writer has visited),

puts Iran in a position to utilize its own energy and manpower

resourcesin future, rather than importing both. It is to this

end that the conceptof a solar town is being promoted.

Developmentof Industrial Towns in Iran

The rapid industrial developmentin the past several years

in Iran has necessitatedthe developmentof new towns adjacent

to the industrial complexes, e.g., Ghazvin and Arak, and near
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existing cities. Occupantsof these towns are primarily workers,

technicians,engineersand other employeesof the factories in

that location. The educationallevel, the standardof living,

and the technical backgroundin these towns are higher - and

population distribution is more uniform ｾ than the 'national

average. Therefore, it is easier to implement changesin such

towns than any other community throughout the country, or even

design and develop a new town for a specific energy source -

namely solar energy.

/

General Requirementfor the Development

of a New Town

In addition to clean air and fresh water any city requires

energy to meet its demands. Energy in thermal, electrical and

chemical forms are needed. The end uses of energy are in residen-

ces, for washing, heating, cooling, cooking, lighting, operating

householdappliances; in industries, for industrial processes,

heating, cooling, lighting, etc.; in commerce; for transportation;

and for communicationpurposes. Figure 9 shows the general

energy requirementof a community. Agricultural needs are

included to account for cities with both industrial and agricul-

tural status.

Almost every city requires electrical energy for its fresh

water distribution. For locations where fresh water has to be
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produced from the sea, thermal energy should be employed. These

energy requirementsare not shown in Figure 9 for clarity purposes,

.however.

The major source of energy in Iran has been fossil fuel, as

is shown in Figures 2 & 3. An important side effect of this

energy resourceis air pollution which has become a public nuisance

and unbearablein many places such as in Tehran. In fact, the

question of environmentalquality is important enough to warrant

the study of a non-polluting source such as solar energy. This

is indeed a current issue in many industrializednations like thQ,
United States,Western Europe, and others.

Utilization of Solar Energy for a community

There are a number of ways that one could employ solar energy

ｾ ｯ meet the energy needsof a city. One could, for example, con-

vert solar energy to electricity either directly or by thermo-

mechanical systemsto meet all the energy needs, or produce liquid

and gaseousfuels through photosynthesisor waste conversions.

These processesare shown in Fig. 10. A more realistic approacn

would be, however, to follow the paths indicated in Fig. 11,

where thermal energy at different temperaturelevels is produced

to meet thermal and electrical energy needs. Electricity can be

used for transportationeither directly by operatingelectric cars,

busesetc., or by producing hydrogen through the electrolysisof

water and using it in thesevehicles. Another method to meet the

transportationenergy needs is to produce gaseousor liquid fuels

by fermentationor pyrolysis of organic materials, including
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agricultural and city wastes. These artificial fuels may also be

employed for cooking or stored for later use.

Figures 12 - 14 show briefly how solar energy may be utilized

to meet the thermal energy needs at various temperatures. Many

applicationssuch as washing, heating, agricultural and industrial

processes,require thermal energy at temperaturesbelow 100oC.

Cooling and cooking require heat at higher temperatures. For

power production the fluid temperatureshould be as high as possible.

Of course, the higher the temperatureof the working fluid the

higher will be the conversionefficiency and the difficulty with

which solar energy can be utilized. But as comparedwith the direct

conversionof solar energy to electricity where the cells have to

be kept at low temperaturesfor better efficiencies, the rejected

heat in the solar-mechanical-electricalsystemsmay be utilized to

meet soree of the thermal energy needs. Figures 15 - 17 show briefly

how organic materials such as agricultural and city wastesor growing

of plants may be used to produce gaseousor liquid fuels. The

simplest method is the anaerobic (in the absenceof ｡ ｩ ｲ ｾ fermen-

tation of the organic materials.mixed with water. The gas generated

is about 60% methane, and a high conpentrationof CO2 . The nitrogen

content of the organic materials is retained in the sludge which

can be utilized as fertilizer.

In locations with good rainfall plants with high energy yields

may be grown for energy production purposes. The growth may be

enhancedby using some of the waste heat.
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Design ofa Solar Town

We consider the developmentof a purely residential town

with 1000 families (about 4000 people) to be located in an area

with clean air and available fresh water and with a weather

similar to that of Shiraz. It is desired to meet all the energy

needs of this town by solar energy.

Energy Needs. The following estimatesare made for the energy

needsof a family of 4 living in the solar town:

1. Heating and Cooling.

Average living space per family i100m.

The heating requirementsin winter is estimatedto be

75 K cal/h.m.2 maximum, and averageof 900 K cal/d.m,2,

or 90,000 K cal/d.

The cooling requirementin summer is estimatedto be

2 275 K cal/h.m. maximum, and averageof 750 K cal/d.m. ,

or 75,000 K cal/d.

2. Hot Water (at 40oC) for Washing.

bathing 1.2 3Hot water for m./week

for washing clothes . 6

for washing dishes,

etc. 1.0

Total 2.8 3 0.4 3m./w.or m./day

The energy required for this hot water in winter is

12000 K cal/d.
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and in summer is about 10,000 K cal/d.

3. Cooking.

The averageenergy required for cooking

at low temperature 5,750 K cal/d.

at high temperature 5,750

Total 11,500

This is equivalentof burning 1Kg of LPG per day.

4. Transportation.

Assume an averageof one automobile for each two families

with each vehicle being driven an averageof 30 km/day and

with a fuel consumptionof 0.1 liter/km of gasoline equi-

valent, or the energy expenditureof about

1/2 x 30 x .1 x 8000 cr 12,000 K cal/d.

5. Electrical Energy.

1

5 kwh/dTotal

The maximum energy use is expectedto be in winter with

lighting, 4 hours/day 2 kwh/day

ironing, 1/2 hour/day 1/2

television, 6 hours/day 1 1/2

refrigerator and other

appliances

The electrical energy needs in summer are taken as 80% of

that in winter.
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6. Street Lighting.

Assume 20% of electricity used in residencesfor street

lighting(1), or averageof 1 kwh/d in winter.

7. Commercial Needs.,

Assume a total electrical energy need of about 25% of that

of the residencesand thermal energy needsof about 20% of

that of the residencesfor stores, including restaurants

and bakeries, and office buildings.

Table 1 summerizesthe energy needsof the town. These

figures are of course rough estimates. A more detailed study is

needed for more reliable data.

In the above estimatesno industrial or agricultural activi-

ties but a normal city governmenthave been assumedfor this town.

Meeting the Energy Needs by Solar Energy.

Implementing any change in people'sway of life has to

proceedvery cautiously, and after it has been testedand accepted

in a smaller scale. To make the changesas little as possible

it is proposedthat solar energy be used to meet the needs of the

solar town in the following fashions;

1. Central generationof electricity and distribution to homes,

storesand other buildings - no change from the presentmethod.
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There are two alternativesfor the central electricity

generation- namely, photovoltic or direct conversion, and

thermo-mechanicalconversion. Technical performanceand the

economicsof each method have to be evaluatedcarefuly before

any final selection is.made.At present, however, the thermo-

mechanical system is favored for the following reasons:

a. Use of the rejectedheat for thermal energy needs.

b. Capability to manufacturethe components (except for the

steam or gas turbine and some of the collector components)

exists in Iran, whereas the solar cells have to be imported

completely.

c. More flexibility for storageof energy in the forms of ther-

mal, in fluids; electrical, in batteries; chemical, in

production of hydrogen by the electrolysisof water and the

subsequentuse of this hydrogen in a boiler exists. It is

also possible to burn the generatedfuel (to be discussed

later) in the boiler, and operatethe power plant. Figure 18

shows an electrical energy load and a generationpattern,

employing both thermal and electrical energy storages.

d. The overall costs of the system is expectedto be lower

than the direct conversionmethod.

2. Central or local generationof thermal energy. The thermal

energy requirementof the town may be met either by centrally

producing hot fluids (water, steam, inorganic liquids, etc.)
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and pumping them to each building or meeting the needs locally

at each building. The following advantagescan be cited for

each method:

a. Central plant:

Easier maintenance

Social acceptabilitynot a major problem

Lower total costs of collectors

Lower cost of storage,andauxiliary

Lower total energy needs

Less vulnerable to damages

More flexibility in building design and aestheticaspects

Utilization of rejectedheat of the power plant

b. Local heat generation:

Lower total costs of piping

Private ownership and better care possible

Less misuse of energy possible

Becauseof the numerous advantagesof the central thermal

energy generation,especially the easeof maintenanceand its

higher chancesof social acceptability it is preferredover the

local units. In this case hot water for washing( hot water for

heating, or cold water for cooling, are producedcentrally and

delivered to each building in town. Also generatedcentrally

(to be discussedlater) and piped to each house are gaseous

fuel and water vapor, for cooking at high and low temperatures,
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respectively. Figure 19 shows the general piping connections

to a house. A design worthy of considerationfor Iran, because

of its potentially low cost, is shown in Figure 20. This design

reducesthe cost of piping and heat exchangersa great deal,

and makes use of the radiation to sky at night for summer

cooling. It limits the building designs, however, and its

social acceptabilityhas to be proved before it can be employed

on a large scale.

3. Central production of gaseousor liquid fuels. The city wastes

and sewage (and the agricultural wastesof neighboring farms

or city wastesof nearby cities, if available) are brought to

the central plant for fuel production. The fuel production

can be increasedby employing plants grown especially for fuel

production, if the location has sufficient rainfall. Part of

the gaseousfuel is compressedto a high pressureand delivered

to houses, bakeries, restaurants,etc. for high temperature

cooking, and the rest is liquified and used for transportation

purposes. When the produced fuels can not meet both cooking

and transportationdemandshydrogen will be producedby elec-

trolysis of water and used for transportation.

The use of gaseousfuels for cooking seems to be quite accep-

table as it is very similar to the natural gas presentlyemp-

loyed in severalcities in Iran. The use of liquified gas or

hydrogen in transportationrequires some modification in

engine design. Becauseof the low air-polluting nature of these

fuels there is a good deal of researchin this field in progress

in many countries.

ｾ I
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4. Central production of vapor for low temperaturecooking. Many

Iranian dishes require cooking at low temperatureand for a

long time. Water vapor at atmosphericconditions have been

used successfulyfor cooking at Pahlavi University in a device

such as shown in Figure 21. The vapor may be either produced

by flat plate collectors, as shown in Figure 21, or by simple

focusing concentrators,and sent to homes or restaurants.

Of course, before,implementingthis cooking method in a large

scale its acceptabilityby the people who are apt to use it

has to be proved. If found socially unacceptable,the gaseous

fuel available at each housemay be used for the entire

cooking process.Figure 22 shows a solar energy utilization

diagram to meet all of the energy requirementsof the solar

town at a central plant.

Total Energy Needs for a Town of 1000 Families.

Based on the above discussionon meeting the energy require-

ments of the town by solar energy the total requirementsof a

town of 1000 families (population of about 4000) are given in

Table 2, and Figure 23. It has been assumedthat the thermal

efficiency of the power production is 20%, the absorptionrefri-

geration system has a coefficient of performanceof 60% and the

collector thermal efficiency is about 33%. The thermal energy

utilized by a solar concentratorwhich constantly tracks the sun

is not shown in this figure. The total area of this concentrator

with a collector efficiency of 50%, thermal efficiency of

20%, electric generatorefficiency of 85% and a solar radiation
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about 17,000 2m.

Need for Energy Storage

The intermittent nature of solar energy requires the storage

of energy. The daily need for energy storagefor electrical

energy production is exemplified in Fig. 18. ,In this case it is

assumedthat a turbine generatorwith an electrical power capacity

of 725 kw operates10 hrs in winter to meet the electrical demands

and chargesthe storagebatteries,while receiving its thermal

energy from the high temperaturethermal storage.

One can visualize a similar picture of the thermal loads and

solar energy availability which have their peaks at different hours

of the day for heating and cooling. Daily storagesof thermal

energy for the thermal applicationsand for power generationare

shown in Fig. 22. No storageis consideredfor the vapor to be

used for the low temperaturecooking process,as ｾ ｴ is assumed

that cooking will be done only during the day and the food is

kept warm in the cooking box for supper. Fuel will be used for

ccoking on cloudy days.

While the daily storageof energy is simple to meet, it is

the seasonalstorageof energy which can result in a more econo-

2mical system. A look at Fig. 23 shows that a 30,OOOm collector

without a seasonalstoragecan not meet the thermal energy needs

either in summer or in winter. There is excessenergy available

during the fall and spring seasonsand shortageof energy during
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2
A 50,OOOm collector, on the other hand, can

meet the thermal energy needs both in summer and in winter but

should collect no energy in other seasons.

Seasonalstoragesof thermal energy in the following forms

are possible. Extensive researchand developmentare needed in

many of these areasbefore they can become economically feasible:

1. Produce excesselectrical energy in the fall and spring,

electrolysewater to H2 and O2 and use the hydrogen during

the peak seasons. Or, store the excesselectrical energy

in suitable and lightweight batteries.

2. Store thermal energy in phase-changingmaterials.

3. Make use of excessheat to grow special energy-rich

plants for fuel production and use the fuel in peak seasons.

4. Produceelectrical energy and displacewater to a higher

elevation for a later use.
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Objectives of a ProposedResearchProgram by Iran

The objectivesare to design the system and the equipment for

the utilization of solar energy to meet all the energy requirements

of a town of 4000 population in Iran.

ResearchProcedure

The following steps toward fulfillment of the above objectives

would be 'taken by the Iranian researchorganization:

1. Determine the energy needsof the people who live in

similar towns and are likely to live in the solar town.

This includes the use patternsfor electrical and thermal

energiesas well as washing and cooking habits.

2. Measure solar radiation in locations likely to be employed

for the developmentof the town. The weatner data will

be obtained from the ｭ ･ ｴ ･ ｯ ｾ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｬ office.

3. Develop a computer model for hour-by-hour-heating and

cooling requirementsof different dwellings designed

specifically with energy conservationin mind and for

the town's Tesidents,accounting for the weather data,

storageeffect of the building and solar radiation gains

and sky radiation losses.

4. Develop a computer model for hour-by-hour, daily average,

and monthly averageenergy needsof the town.
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5. Develop a computermodel for different alternativesor

scenariosof utilizing solar energy, including various

systems, equipment, and types and the capacitiesof storages.

This program would give the most economical approachfor

any location (solar and weather data), for any city planning,

and for the various costs of different equipment, materials

and labor.

6. Design, build and test the low temperaturecooking device,

shown in Fig. 21, and the house design of Fig. 20, with

the families likely to reside in the town. Evaluate the

performancesof the cooker and the house and determine

carefully if they are socially acceptableor not. The

other changes, namely cooking at high temperaturewith

gaseousfuel, centrally providing hot water for washing,

hot water for heating or cold water for cooking do not

seem to be of major concern. Nevertheless,their social

acceptability should be determinedbefore their large

scaleadaptation is planned.

7. Design, build and test flat plate solar collectors of

various design and materials, (see Fig. 12), with a

collection surfacearea of about 10m2 to determine the

most cost-effectiveunit, and share the experiencegained

in fabrication with the industries likely to manufacture

the final collectors.
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8. Design, build and test solar concentratorsof various

desiqn and materials (see Fig. 14 ) with a collection area

2of 10m or more (to produce at least a power of 1 kw).

9. Carry out researchon the improvementof electrolysis

of water, storageof hydrogen, and the use of hydrogen

in automobilesand other vehicles. Carry out basic research

on direct production of hydrogen including microbial,

thermo chemical, photosynthesis,photoelectrolysisand

other processes.

10. Carry out researchon the thermal energy storagein

materialswith phasechange.

11. Carry out researchon the bio- conversion, utilizing

different wastes and various plants grown specifically

for their energy values.

12. Investigatethe areasof the country where water may be

elevatedto higher natural locations for the storage

purposesin conjunction with the solar energy utilization

scheme.

13. Investigatethe use of electric automobile for low-distance

driving, employing fuel cells and batteries.

Fig. 24 shows the summary of the timetable for the research

project execution.
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Conclugions &' Benefits

The idea of developing a town whose entire energy needs are

met by solar energy is, to the writer's knowledge, a new one; even

though the use of solar energy for district heating alone, and for

electric generationand district heating, for a community have been

investigatedbefore(2).

The technology for solar energy utilization, or at least

that suggestedin this study, is not very complicated and with

the experiencealready existing in the country Iran is in a

position to explore its natural resourceon its own without

being far behind other nations in this field. It can export

technologyof solar energy utilization and solar energy derivatives

(hydrogen, electricity, gaseousand liquid fuels, etc) to other

countries. Of course, when comparedwith fossil fuel at the

presentprices the cost of solar energy ｵ ｴ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｺ ｡ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｮ is high. But

the benefits such as no environmental impacts of air and water

pollutions justify the use of this energy resource. It is believed

that once the technology of solar energy utilization is far advanced

it can competewith other sourcesof energy.
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Table 1 . Summary of the Average Energy Needs for a Family of 4 in the Solar Town.

Thermal Energy.

K cal/d.

Fall

&

Electrical Energy.

kwh/d.Liq.

Fuel

Kg/d. winter Spring Summer winter

Fall

&

Spring Summer



Table 2 . Summary of the Total Energy Requirementsfor a Solar Town of 1000 Families.

Thermal Energy

106 K cal/d.

Electrical Energy

103 kwh/d.

Low T. IGaseousI Liquid

Vapor Fuel Fuel

Fall & Fall &
Winter I Spring Summer Winter Spring I SummerI Kg/d I Kg/d I Kg/d

I•
1

Hot Water of Washing 14.4 1 13.2 12

House Heating 108 ---- ----
House Cooling ---- ---- 90

Cooking, at Low Temp. 13,800

at High Temp. I 600
tv
tv

I I

Transportation I I I I I I I I 11,200

Electrical Energy I I I 1 7.25 I 6.5251 5.8

RejectedHeat which

can be utilized ( n=20%1 -24.4 1 -22.2 I -20

Total Thermal Energy

Required I 98. I -9 I 142*

* A coefficient of performanceof 60% is assumedfor the absorptionrefrigeration.
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